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Introduction
This manual guides the TL 5 project agent or other service provider on how to use Abilitator. With
the online service, the project agent controls the surveys related to the project and the survey
responses for their project. The manual also depicts how to respond to the Abilitator survey.
The Finnish Institution of Occupational Health can help with the use of the online service: Contact us
via email: kykyviisari@ttl.fi.

1 Agent’s user interface: The Abilitator online service
1.1 Logging in
In order to use Abilitator, you need an account you can use to log in to the system. You can apply for
access rights and an account for your organisation by using the form available at www.kykyviisari.fi.
Organisations or projects are appointed one main user who creates the required accounts for the
organisation’s other users.
You can find the Abilitator online service at www.kykyviisari.fi/solmu-admin. An email address acts
as the user identification. You will receive an email from the Finnish Institute of Occupational Health
and get to set your password. Observe proper information security concerning the password,
preferably by committing it to memory. If you forget your password, you can request a new one
using the Forgotten Password function on the log-in page
After logging in, you will see a list containing the project or projects you have access to. In this view,
you can also download all the responses for all these projects in worksheet form. You can access the
main page of a project by selecting the project.

Image 1. The Abilitator login page for the agent

1.2 Project main page
The participants already added to the project are visible on the project main page (Image 2). The sixnumber identification number (000001-999999) you have created for the participants acts as the
participants’ identification. Apart from anonymous identification, no information that would make
identifying a participant possible is to be entered in the online service.
Observe proper information security concerning the lists that connect the identification number to
the participant’s identity.
By clicking the Download results (excel) and (csv) buttons you can download a worksheet in either
xlxs or csv form that contains all the survey responses for all the participants in your project.
More about reports created with the Create group report action in chapter 1.8.
If you use paper forms in the surveys, you can download the survey form in the language you want
to your computer in PDF form.

Image 2. Project main page.

You can add participants by clicking the Add participant button. You can then enter identification
number (maximum of six numbers) to the participant’s identifier (Image3).

Image 3. Adding a participant.

1.3 Participant’s information
The participant’s information page (Image 4) is used to manage the participant’s surveys. Completed
surveys that have already been submitted are visible in the part Filled questionnaires. In Unfinished
questionnaires, the surveys that are still completely unanswered or unfinished are visible.

Image 4. The page Participant information is used to manage the surveys for an individual
participant.

1.4 Adding and sending a survey
Select Add new questionnaire to create a new survey that appears in the part Unfinished
questionnaires. You can copy the link leading to the survey by clicking the Copy link button and
pasting it into, for example, an email to be sent to the participant. When you see the notification,
you know that copying the link was successful (Image5).
The survey can also be responded to directly via the agents’s user interface by selecting Fill locally.
The survey will then immediately open in a new tab (Image6). This action can be used if you fill out
the survey together with the participant, such as in an interview.
If the participants in your project use paper forms to answer the survey, use the Fill locally action to
transfer the response to Abilitator. In this case, remember to add the date when the paper form was
filled out in the first section.

Image 5. A notification pops up when the survey link has been copied successfully.

Image 6. The Fill out locally button opens the survey in a new tab. The survey starts by selecting the
language.

1.5 Removing a participant or survey
The Remove participant button (Image 7) can be used to remove a participant from the online
service. This measure is only to be taken in exceptional cases because it also permanently removes
all of the participant’s survey responses from the service’s database. Removal might be necessary
when creating a participant when, for example, it is observed that the participant was given the
wrong identification number. Removing the information might also be necessary if the participant
requests it.

Image 7. Removing a participant.

The Remove questionnaire button (Image 8) can be used to remove the survey for an individual
participant. Removing the survey also permanently removes all the survey’s responses from the
online service.

Image 8. Removing a survey.

1.6 Reviewing and comparing a participant’s responses and feedback
The responses in the filled out survey can be reviewed by clicking the See answers button. The filled
out survey will then immediately open in a new tab (Image9). First, automatic feedback given on the
survey is shown and, after that, comes the survey form with the responses included. By clicking the
Print button, you can print out the feedback and responses to be given to the participant, for
example.
If you want to review the responses of an incomplete survey, you can do so by opening the survey
via the Fill locally button. Please keep in mind that in this case all the possible changes you make in
the form are saved. So be careful if your aim was only to check the status of the responses.

Image 9. Reviewing the survey responses.

If you wish to compare the feedback of the participant’s survey rounds, select two or more surveys
from the list of completed surveys and click the Compare selected button (Image10). This will open
the sector-specific changes report in a new tab (Image 11).

Image 10. Selecting two surveys for comparison.

Image 11. The changes report compares section-specific results obtained from different survey
rounds.

1.7 Downloading the project’s results in worksheet form
You can download the responses in all the submitted surveys for the participants in all your projects
to your computer by clicking the Download results (excel) and Download results (csv) buttons. In
addition to the results, the Excel file also contains in their own tab the questions corresponding with
the question numbers and also the numbering of the response options.
If you have access rights for multiple projects, from the project list page that opens after logging in
you can also download the responses for these projects to the same file.

1.8 Group reports of the project’s results
By clicking the Create group report button on the project’s main page, you get access to making
reports. On the reporting page (Image 12), you can view all the surveys the participants in your
projects have submitted, and you can choose them for the report.
To create a Cross-section report, a survey is selected from each participant, such as when reporting
the initial situation of the project. As the default, the first filled out survey is selected. You can
change the selection. You can also leave participants out of the report.
To create a Change report, two surveys are selected from each participant. As the default, the first
and last are selected, but you can change the selected surveys. Only participants who have at least
two submitted surveys can be included in the report.
The Remove all selections button removes the pre-selections and then you can completely manually
select the surveys.
The Create report button prints out the report on the screen.

Image 12. Creating a group report.

The report that opens shows, as the averages of the respondent group, the basic information for the
group included, the question-specific results of the B section and the results of both the sections
that give feedback and the overall situation calculated as the average of the feedback-giving
sections. For each question or section, the report shows the number of participants who have
answered it. For privacy reasons, the results for groups consisting of fewer than 10 people are not
shown in the report.

Image 13. Group report: cross-sectional report.

A changes report shows, one below the other, the results for the first and second measuring times
included (Image14). Only participants who have answered the question both the first and second
time are included in the results for the question or section.

Image 14. Part of a Change report

The report page can be printed out with the print action (usually Ctrl + P) in the web browser.
However, for a PowerPoint presentation, for example, better images of the report can be obtained
as screenshots, for example, with the Snipping Tool of Windows.

1.9 The actions of the project’s main user
Organisations have in the service one main user who adds all the other necessary employees as
users.
If you act as the main user for your project, you can add the other users in your project to the
service. In this case, the Project users section is visible on the main page of the project (Image15). A
user is added by entering the employee’s email as their user name.
You can also remove the user from your project.

Image 15. Adding project users

2 Participant’s user interface: The Abilitator online survey
2.1 Access to the survey
2.1.1 Personal link
The participant can open the personal link to the Abilitator online survey you have sent them via
email or, for example, SMS message on their computer, tablet or smartphone. Answering the survey
requires an internet connection. On a computer, the survey works in at least the most common web
browsers (e.g. Firefox, Internet Explorer 9 and the newer ones, Google Chrome and Apple Safari). On
a tablet or smartphone, it is recommended you have either the iOS or Android operating system, but
the newer Windows versions are also acceptable.

2.1.2 Filling out via the project participant’s user interface
The online survey can also be answered via the project agent’s user interface by clicking the Fill
locally button. This action can be used in at least the three following situations.
1. If you and the participant fill out the survey together, such as in an interview.
2. If the respondents fill out the survey on a computer or, for example, on a tablet at your
office, you can log in to the project agents’s user interface, open the right survey in a new
tab by clicking the Fill locally button and then you can give the computer or tablet to the
participant so that they can respond to the survey. Please note! Log yourself out of the
Abilitator online service after opening the survey and before you give the device to the
participant so that the information contained in the system is not endangered.
3. If the participant has filled out the survey on a paper form, you can transfer the responses to
the service using the Fill locally action. Please note! Remember to enter on the first page of
the survey the correct response date from the paper form.

2.2 Filling out the survey
At the beginning of the survey, the correct language is selected. After the language selection, on the
next two pages the survey’s content and data protection are explained and instructions for the filling
out of the survey are given (Image 16).

Image 16. The survey’s info pages.

The survey’s sections are visible in the top bar at the top of the view (Image17). You can freely move
from one section to another by selecting from the top bar or with the Next or Previous buttons at
the bottom of each page. An active section shows up in dark blue in the upper bar, the incomplete
sections are light blue and the filled out sections are green.
You respond to the survey by selecting the right alternative either with your mouse or, if you use a
touchscreen, with your finger. For most questions, you can select only one alternative. For a few
questions, you may choose more than one alternative. Only when entering in the participant’s age
and, if necessary, the date when the survey is answered, other kinds of responses are needed.

Image 17. Proceeding through the survey.

2.3 Submitting a survey and feedback
The survey is submitted by clicking the Submit button at the bottom. If all of the questions have not
been answered, a reminder will pop up on the respondent’s screen (Image 18). In order to get
personal feedback from the five sections that give automatic feedback, these sections must be filled
out. However, the survey can be submitted as incomplete.
However, it is mandatory to answer questions B3 and B4 in the well-being section; otherwise, the
survey cannot be submitted. The respondent will be notified of this separately.

Image 18. Submitting a survey.

After the submission, automatic feedback will open on the screen: the questions on work ability and
functional capacity (B3 and B4) and the sections Involvement, Mind, Everyday Life, Skills and Body
and the Overall Situation, which is the calculated average for the previous sections (Image19). At the
end of the feedback, there is a reminder, with instruction included, on closing the browser and
emptying the cache memory (Image20). If they so wish, the respondent can also print out the
feedback or both the feedback and their survey responses (Image20). Printing in a PDF file also
works with most Android phones, other operating systems might not necessarily be compatible. In
this situation, the project agent can print the feedback with the responses for the respondent from
the Viewing the results view, if the respondent wants to have the printout.

Image 19. Automatic feedback.

Image 20. Instructions for future steps and printing options.

